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Looking Ahead to 2020

Welcome to the fall edition of the group scoop and in 

our world the BUSY season. We’ve already had a very 

busy and productive Fall and look forward to what 2020 

will bring!  We’ve even added some new team members 

and are happy they are embracing our work culture and 

how we deliver world class service to our clients and 

business partners.

 

On Friday, October 25th, we launched an all new  

dgb-online.com. Our website got a fresh, new look and 

you’ll have easier access to the information and solutions 

you need. We are excited to deliver a new and excit-

ing online experience to all of you. And, we hope you’ll 

find our new website, blog and added resources more 

helpful, more informative and more convenient! Visit the 

NEW Resources page where you’ll find educational videos, 

downloadables and more all in one place. Happy browsing!

 

We also recently launched our new Healthcare Uncen-

sored Live Podcast! Hear Brooks Goodison discuss issues 

having great impact on employee benefits and solutions 

being used to fight back! Go to our website to listen to 

the first two podcasts and be sure to subscribe TODAY!

 

Any of you that have read our website, blog, the Group 

Scoop or attended one or our seminars know we are 

constantly working for you to lower overall healthcare 

costs. Whether it is Specialty drugs, hospital bills or  

doctor charges we are always trying to find ways to pay 

a reasonable price for healthcare. We are very pleased to 

see the government pushing for price transparency and 

lowering the cost of drugs. We have been hearing about 

transparency for many years and strongly agree that 

we need healthcare to work like other industries where 

everyone knows what the cost will be.

 

Last BUT not least, we’d like to call your attention to a 

couple of items that are very important:

 

n   Eligibility Management - it is critical that you  

manage eligibility correctly; if not there can be  

expensive ramifications to the plan and with your stop 

loss carrier. Tune into our latest HCU Live Podcast for 

real examples of costly errors that can take place when 

eligibility issues are ignored AND learn how to manage 

eligibility and enrollment the right way! Contact your 

Diversified Sales Representative or Account Executive 

with any questions.

n   States trying to limit the use of stop loss - We have 

seen states like New York, Maine and now Connecticut 

trying to limit how stop loss can be offered. This could 

impact your health plan, please be on the lookout for 

communications on this very important topic and let 

us know if you have any questions.

 

Please enjoy this edition of the Group Scoop and thank 

you for your business!!!

 

Charlie, Brooks and Dan
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While the Congressional moratorium continued throughout this year, the health insurer provider fee is due to  

return in 2020. When it does, fully-insured medical, dental and vision renewals will be approximately 4% higher than 

they would have been otherwise. The good news is that this tax will not apply to most self-funded health plans, 

including small group plans that use level funding arrangements.

Currently, patients with high deductible health plans and health savings accounts have to pay for treatment of 

chronic illnesses out of pocket until they have reached their required deductible. According to IRS Notice 2019-45, 

those with chronic conditions such as diabetes, high blood pressure 

or asthma, will reduce their financial burden prior to reaching their 

health plan deductible. 

The notice, which becomes effective on January 1, 2020, states that 

the service or item needed must be low cost and supported by 

medical evidence showing that it will prevent the chronic condition 

from getting worse or causing other related health issues. 

Doctors representing several Physician associations re-

cently appeared before the U.S. House of Representatives 

to encourage legislators to streamline the prior authoriza-

tion process which they say is out of control. A spokes-

person representing the American Academy of Family 

Physicians said that a process initially implemented to 

prevent unnecessary and extremely costly treatment has 

led to physician burnout, poorer patient outcomes and 

general chaos for physician practices and patients alike.

Physicians were speaking in support of the “Improving 

Seniors’  Timely Access to Care Act of 2019, a bill that 

was introduced in the House back in June. While more 

than 300 healthcare organizations have registered their 

support for this proposed legislation, some insurance in-

dustry lobbying groups say they are already taking steps 

to reduce the unnecessary burden.  Other organizations, 

including insurance carriers, say they are committed to 

doing so and that legislation is not needed. 

ACA Premium Tax Returns

HSAs Become More Flexible

Physicians Push to Ease Pre-Authorization

Trends Latest Happenings in Today’s World
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Using Social Media More
The Binary Foundation reports that 
more than half of surveyed adults 
have used social media networks to 
search for healthcare providers – a 
six-fold increase since 2017. More 
important, 75% of respondents w 
ere influenced by online ratings and 
reviews, with many calling these 
reviews somewhat or very reliable. 
Only 9% said they do not use online 

platforms when selecting a provider, 
compared to 48% in 2017.

Allowing Imported Drugs
HHS Secretary Alex Azar announced 
new proposals from the administra-
tion that would allow Americans to 
pay less for high-priced prescription 
drugs. One enables drug manufactur-
ers to negotiate new contracts to 
sell lower-priced foreign versions of 

certain biologics. The other would  
enable states, wholesalers and  
pharmacists to import certain  
FDA-approved drugs from Canada. 
The proposals are in line with the 
President’s pledge to lower prescrip-
tion drug costs for Americans.

Dress More Casual
Non-technical staffing company 
Randstad US reports that 79%  

A Study by TIAA and the MIT Age Lab 

shows more than 44 million Americans 

account for some $1.5 trillion in out-

standing student loans. Most borrowers 

are students, but surveys show that 

plenty of parents and family members 

are on the hook as well. While their  

circumstances vary, all are dealing with 

some level of financial stress.

Fortunately, an increasing number of  

employers are taking a more holistic view 

of wellness. And while most have long 

recognized the connection between 

stress and lost productivity, many are 

waking up to the fact that financial  

pressures are contributing to the stress.

Financial Education to the Rescue
SHRM says that to deal with the growing 

problem, more companies are enlisting 

the services of financial advisors. While 

counseling won’t directly attack their 

debt, it often helps families learn to cope 

with the problem. More large employers 

are allowing employees to convert a  

portion of their unused paid time off  

to debt reduction. 

As an employer, anything you do to help 

will contribute to the overall financial 

well-being of your people. Just like other 

components of your wellness strategy, 

making employees more financially 

secure will enhance their overall quality 

of life while improving the culture and 

productivity of your organization.

Should Employers Care 
About Student Loans?



Moving Patients Can Be a Win-Win

Coping with Tragedy:  
Ways Your Company Can Help

From hospitals to insurers, you’ve probably heard many say that the goal is to  

provide the right healthcare, at the right time, in the right place. When it comes to  

the infusion of high-priced specialty drugs, location can make a huge difference.  

As an example, the variance in the cost of hospital-administered multiple sclerosis 

drugs can be staggering. One third party administrator saved a self-funded health 

plan more than $30,000 by moving a patient from a local hospital to a beautiful treat-

ment facility in the Cayman Islands. The patient not only received their prescription in 

a beautiful, clean, state-of-the-art facility, but air travel and lodging were included.

Other cases compare the administration of specialty drugs in independent physician 

offices and patient’s homes rather than hospital outpatient settings. Savings ranged 

from $16,000 to $37,000 annually and the patient received the same level of  

personalized care without the hassle of a hospital visit. While the patient’s condition 

and circumstances always take precedence, finding a more appropriate location  

for treatment can make a positive difference for the plan and the patient.

Tragedy can strike at any moment and no community, business or family is immune. 

And whether the event impacts one employee, a group of workers or the community 

in which your business is located, getting life back on track is never easy. 

Experiencing a personal tragedy teaches us that compassion can make all the differ-

ence, especially coming from an employer.  A recent article described an employer 

who flew overseas to visit an employee recovering from a gunshot wound received in 

the 2017 Las Vegas shooting. While few employers can do that, everyone can pick up 

the phone and offer support and understanding along with details on available family 

leave or mental health benefits. In a world where company culture is so important, 

helping one employee at a difficult time can create long-lasting loyalty and more. 

It’s doubtful that many technology companies are concerned about 

employees nearing age 65. Other employers, however, may want 

to brush up on Medicare eligibility in order to help older workers 

understand their options and avoid any potential gap in coverage. 

Here are just a few Medicare-related concerns: 

n   For employees who will lose access to employer-sponsored group 

health coverage at age 65 or who choose to sign up for Medicare 

upon becoming eligible, the Initial Enrollment Period (IEP) is  

3 months before to 3 months after the month they turn 65.

n   Medicare-eligible workers who leave employment with a retiree 

health plan or COBRA coverage are classified as “former workers” 

and therefore need to enroll in Medicare during their IEP.

n   Employees who have enrolled in Social Security before their 65th 

birthday will automatically be enrolled in Medicare Parts A and 

B. In order to avoid paying for 2 health plans, they may need to 

inform the Social Security Administration that they do not want 

Medicare Part B at this time. 

n   Finally, for companies with fewer than 20 employees, Medicare 

becomes primary coverage. Workers and/or their spouses who  

are 65 or older must enroll in Medicare Parts A & B. 

While employees must enroll in Medicare on their own, a little  

help from HR can go a long way. When questions about Medicare 

eligibility and enrollment arise, never hesitate to encourage a visit  

to a local Social Security Administration office or Medicare.gov. 

Older Workers  
and Medicare
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Trends Latest Happenings in Today’s World

of employers offer casual, business 
casual or no dress code at all. Even 
investment bank Goldman Sachs has 
reportedly relaxed its dress code in 
response to the changing nature of 
workplaces. While most employers are 
considering increased flexibility to be 
a welcome benefit, many employees 
appreciate being able to save money 
on their wardrobe and related expenses 
such as dry cleaning.

Wellness Budgets Rising
While the National Business Group on 
Health has forecasted a 5% increase in 
the cost of healthcare benefits, others 
are expecting employers to dedicate 
more resources to health and wellness. 
More emphasis will also be placed on 
the use of digital tools to identify lower 
cost providers and boost employee 
engagement. Experts say the trend is in 
response to more and more employees 

looking to their employers to help them 
better manage their personal health.

Surprise Bills
A survey of individual healthcare 
consumers shows that the lack of cost 
transparency is taking a big toll, with 
more than half of respondents saying 
they have passed on doctor visits or 
prescriptions because of cost. The vast 
majority of those foregoing treatment 

cite the cost of higher deductibles  
and copays as the top concern along 
with consistently rising prescription 
drug costs.



Communicate Better. Benefit More.
With open enrollment underway, it may  

be a little late to focus on communication. 

But then again, helping plan members get 

the most out of their health plan should 

be more than just a month-long endeavor. 

Surveys continue to indicate that even  

highly educated employees describe benefits,  

insurance and the enrollment process  

as “very confusing.”

Consider academic research by the Common-

wealth Fund and a recent study by Accenture. 

While one points to higher deductibles and 

copays as the leading financial barrier to medical 

care, the other cites low health literacy as a hidden 

cost adding billions in administrative expense 

to our healthcare system. While it may never be 

possible for your plan to do away with copays and 

deductibles, high performance TPAs are doing 

many things to help plan members make more in-

formed healthcare decisions. Here are a few ideas.

1. Simplify Summary Plan Descriptions – 

Remember that these are more than compliance 

documents. They are communication pieces and 

need to be written so that regular people can 

read them. Make it easy for employees to find 

information on eligibility, how they enroll, what 

the plan covers, what isn’t covered and how to 

file a claim. Move as much legal information as 

humanly possible to the end. 

2. Put an End to Boring Content – To make 

things easier on the eyes and draw attention to 

information people care about, use different kinds 

of headings and add visuals or infographics to any 

benefit-related communications. Include links to 

your TPA’s website or other websites that employ-

ees can learn from. You don’t need a Hollywood 

producer to use video clips and after all, video is 

pretty much all that younger people look at these 

days. Seriously!

3. Create a Decision Support Taskforce 
– It sounds challenging, but look outside 

HR to recruit a team of individuals who 

feel comfortable with your health plan and 

healthcare in general. Let people know 

they can reach out to these individuals with 

questions about plan options, coverage, 

how to file a claim, provider networks, etc. 

People will appreciate this, especially your 

younger employees who studies show are 

particularly confused and stressed over 

everything insurance related.

Improving your communications can make 

people feel much more confident about the  

decisions they have to make. You don’t have to 

tackle everything at once and even a little  

progress will improve morale and help people 

avoid making decisions they may regret later.

Please Contact Us:  This newsletter is not intended as a substitute for personal 

medical or employee benefits advice. Please consult your physician before making 

decisions that may impact your personal health. Talk to your benefits administrator 

before implementing strategies that may impact your organization’s employee 

benefit objectives.

Social Corner
Fully-Insured Health Insurer Tax 
Is Back for 2020
Recently released IRS notice 2019-50 has reestablished the health 
insurer tax (HIT) for 2020, which had been previously suspended  
for 2019.

The Affordable Care Act (ACA) imposes an annual, non-deductible health 
insurer tax on insurance companies that offer fully-insured plans and 
applies to all insurers offering fully-insured coverage, including plans sold 
via the exchange or off the exchange, individual market, large and small 
group fully-insured markets. There is good news! The HIT does not apply 
to self-funded plans, nor do state premium taxes levied on fully-insured 
health plans. To read the rest of this article, visit info.dgb-online.com.

ON OUR BLOG

Paying Less for Health Insurance Than In 2017?
For members firms participating in the Main Energy Marketers  
Assocation (MEMA), the answer is YES! The 2017 decision to self-fund 
health benefits has been rewarding as 2020 rates will decrease for 
the second time in 3 years. Learn More at info.dgb-online.com. 

LINKEDIN
linkedin.com/company/diversified-group
Self-funded health plans, cost plus pricing, direct provider  
contracting, analyzing claims... listen to our Podcast to learn how we 
are helping employers combat rising healthcare costs and help their 
employees get the care they need! https://bit.ly/2yq0sz2.

Keep informed by connecting with Diversified Group online... 

https://www.dgb-online.com/blog/fully-insured-health-insurer-tax-is-back-for-2020/
https://www.dgb-online.com/blog/are-you-paying-less-for-health-insurance-than-you-did-in-2017/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/diversified-group
https://www.dgb-online.com/podcasts/

